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New Variety: UPSS 5 (Scott No. U5)
with Misplaced Imprint

by Irwin Gibbs
In one ofthe large postal stationery lots offeredby Jacques

SchiffAuctions from the George Brett collection, a new item
has surfaced (Fig. 1). It is a VPSS 5 (Scott No. V5) with
imprint on the back.

The imprint is ofthe type I variety. The front ofthe envelope
has no imprint. Thanks to Gary Weiss for the discovery.

Fig. 1 U5 (UPSS 5) with misplaced imprint
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Story Told by Scott No. 71a on Cover
by Richard D. Bates, Jr.

Scott No. 71a is an error that occurred on the first
printing of the lc Franklin with Flat A overprint. CZ
Stamps indicates that only part of one pane was found.
Plass, Brewster, and Salz add that:

according to one version, the error was discovered in March 1925 by
W. Lindo, a messenger in the Port Captain's office in Cristobal. He
noticed the error stamp on four post cards brought by the pilot from the
S.S. Mobile City, and evidently helped to discover 47 more copies in the
Cristobal post office, most of which were obtained by Joseph W. Coffin,
who was Chief Clerk in the Port Captain's office and a stamp collector.

The two covers shown in the accompanying figures are, at
least, consistent with that story. The cover in Fig.1, sent by
J. W.CoffintoW.Lindo, has a very faint Cristobal registered
marking on the back dated March 25, 1925. A companion
partial cover in Fig. 2, cut down because of what seems to
be fire damage at the bottom, went the opposite way, from
Lindo to Coffin. The Cristobal registered backstamp is dated
March 23rd. Thus this cover came first, and was possibly
Lindo showing Coffin what he had found, and the cover in
Fig. 1 was Coffin's response to Lindo. Conjecture? Maybe.
But it fits well with the story in CZ Stamps.

Mr. w. LWo.

~Q;.l'Ort ~(Japta.1n.

Oristobal,

Fig. 1 Registered cover with single copy of No. 71 a
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Fig. 2 Partial registered cover with a block of four of No. 71a
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Rare Pan American Grace Airways
Ambulance Covers Discovered

by Ken Sanford

On August 2,1937, the Pan American Grace Airways
Sikorsky S-43 (NCI5065) flying boat "Santa Maria" was
operating from Guayaquil, Ecuador, to the Canal Zone. It
encountered thick low-lying clouds and severe rain squalls,
and crashed into the Mosquito Gulf near Cristobal. There
were 11 fatalities, including Captain Stephen S. Dunn
and First Officer L.A. Bickford. The aircraft had a history
of fuel problems, but it is not known if these contributed
to the accident. Forty-three lbs. of mail, including three
diplomatic pouches, were recovered, brought to Cristobal,
and transported to Mt. Hope near Cristobal, where it was
dried out.

Crash covers from this flight were first described in the
CZPby Gil Plass (CZP 15:9,13 and 15:25) and crash covers
from several flights were summarized by Gary Weiss (CZP
25:9,10). A four-line cachet shown in Fig. 1 was applied to
most of the crash covers. Covers that were badly damaged
were sent to the Balboa Heights Dead Letter Office, and
forwarded in a post office envelope with a different three-
line cachet shown in Fig. 2. These were described in 1984
(CZP 20:25). The post officepenalty envelope in which the
damaged mail was forwarded is known as an "ambulance"
cover. Fewer than five of the ambulance covers have been
recorded. Nierinck in Recovered Mail also shows a single-
line black cachet in Spanish (type c),which reads "LLEGO
EN ESTE ESTADO" (ARRIVEDIN THIS STATE).

Recovered from.
Plane N_C. 16065

Aug.a.1997
CriStobal, C.z

RECOVEREDFROM CRAtH,
8oS·37 PLANE" Ne 150es

CRISTOBAL. C.Z.

Fig. 1 Four-line cachet
(Nierinck type a, or as listed

in Entwistle PICr-1)

Fig. 2 Three-line cachet applied
to "ambulance"covers by the
Dead Letter Office (Nierinck
type d or Entwistle PICr-2)

Recently, on eBay there were two unrecorded ambulance
covers from the Cristobal, Canal Zone Post Office. One of
them, shown in Fig. 3, has the four-line cachet previously
known only on the actual crash covers,not on the ambulance
covers. The cover in Fig. 4 has a four-line typed cachet.

Fig. 3 Ambulance Cover with four-line cachet and Bureau Fig. 4 Ambulance cover with typed four-line cachet and
of Posts, Cristobal corner card Bureau of Posts, Cristobal corner card
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Fig. 5 Ambulance cover with three-line cachet with Dead
Letter Office, Balboa Heights corner card

Understanding what happened to the mail recovered
from the crash helps explain the differences in markings on
these covers. When the recovered mail had been dried, the
four-line cachet was applied to mail for which the original
destination was clear, or lacking that, a clear address of
the sender, and the item was forwarded to the original
sender or recipient. If necessary, probably because the

Fig. 6 Front of cover with four-line cachet on front and
Post Office Seal on reverse

1

item was too fragile to be placed back in the mails, it was
placed in a government envelope, and this outer envelope
received the four-line cachet. This ambulance cover with
the four-line cachet was then sent to the original recipient
or sender. If the address of neither sender nor recipient
could be read, the damaged envelope was sent to the
Dead Letter Office. Then, if the address of the sender or
addressee was determined, the item was forwarded inside
an ambulance cover with Dead Letter Office corner card.
The outer envelope was marked with the three-line cachet
shown. An example from the Dead Letter Office in Balboa
Heights is shown in Fig. 5.

Some recovered mail that had come open was resealed
with an Official Post Office Seal as is the case of the cover
shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

The use of the three-line ambulance cover marking is
unusual, and may not generally have been looked for by
collectors of Canal Zone material. Readers are encouraged
to check whether they have any similar covers in their
collections, and notify the Editor if they do.

The author thanks Tom Brougham for his helpful
suggestions, and for providing the image used as Fig. 3.

Additional Unlisted Markings

Fig. 7 Back of cover with four-line cachet on front and
Post Office Seal on reverse

There have been two reports of new markings not listed in
Entwistle. The first is shownin Fig. 1and reads ''MISSENTTO
COROZAL"similar to others onpage 144ofEntwistle and is an
additional MisN-2marking. The secondshown in Fig. 2 reads

.. \

"RECEIVEDATCRISTOBAL,C.Z'/INBADORDER"and is of
the MisN-3type.

Fig.2 Cover showing "RECEIVED AT CRISTOBAL, C.Z.!IN
Fig.1 Cover showing unlisted "MISSENTTO COROZAL:' marking BAD ORDER" unlisted marking
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Rare Pan American Grace Airways
Ambulance Covers Discovered

by Ken Sanford

On August 2,1937, the Pan American Grace Airways
Sikorsky S-43 (NCI5065) flying boat "Santa Maria" was
operating from Guayaquil, Ecuador, to the Canal Zone. It
encountered thick low-lying clouds and severe rain squalls,
and crashed into the Mosquito Gulf near Cristobal. There
were 11 fatalities, including Captain Stephen S. Dunn
and First Officer L.A. Bickford. The aircraft had a history
of fuel problems, but it is not known if these contributed
to the accident. Forty-three Ibs. of mail, including three
diplomatic pouches, were recovered, brought to Cristobal,
and transported to Mt. Hope near Cristobal, where it was
dried out.

Crash covers from this flight were first described in the
CZPby Gil Plass (CZP 15:9,13 and 15:25) and crash covers
from several flights were summarized by Gary Weiss (CZP
25:9,10). A four-line cachet shown in Fig. 1 was applied to
most of the crash covers. Covers that were badly damaged
were sent to the Balboa Heights Dead Letter Office, and
forwarded in a post office envelope with a different three-
line cachet shown in Fig. 2. These were described in 1984
(CZP 20:25). The post office penalty envelope in which the
damaged mail was forwarded is known as an "ambulance"
cover. Fewer than five of the ambulance covers have been
recorded. Nierinck in Recovered Mail also shows a single-
line black cachet in Spanish (type c), which reads "LLEGO
EN ESTE ESTADO" (ARRIVED IN THIS STATE).

RECOVERED FROM CRASH.
'''·37 PLANENC 15oe~

CRISTOBAL. C.Z.

Becovered from.
Plane N.C. 15065

Aug.8.1937
Cristobal, C.z

Fig. 1 Four-line cachet
(Nierinck type a, or as listed

in Entwistle PICr-1)

Fig. 2 Three-line cachet applied
to "ambulance"covers by the
Dead Letter Office (Nierinck
type d or Entwistle PICr-2)

Recently, on eBay there were two unrecorded ambulance
covers from the Cristobal, Canal Zone Post Office. One of
them, shown in Fig. 3, has the four-line cachet previously
known only on the actual crash covers, not on the ambulance
covers. The cover in Fig. 4 has a four-line typed cachet.

Fig. 3 Ambulance Cover with four-line cachet and Bureau Fig. 4 Ambulance cover with typed four-line cachet and
of Posts, Cristobal corner card Bureau of Posts, Cristobal corner card
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Fig. 5 Ambulance cover with three-line cachet with Dead
Letter Office, Balboa Heights corner card

Understanding what happened to the mail recovered
from the crash helps explain the differences in markings on
these covers. When the recovered mail had been dried, the
four-line cachet was applied to mail for which the original
destination was clear, or lacking that, a clear address of
the sender, and the item was forwarded to the original
sender or recipient. If necessary, probably because the

Fig_ 6 Front of cover with four-line cachet on front and
Post Office Seal on reverse

l
1

item was too fragile to be placed back in the mails, it was
placed in a government envelope, and this outer envelope
received the four-line cachet. This ambulance cover with
the four-line cachet was then sent to the original recipient
or sender. If the address of neither sender nor recipient
could be read, the damaged envelope was sent to the
Dead Letter Office. Then, if the address of the sender or
addressee was determined, the item was forwarded inside
an ambulance cover with Dead Letter Office corner card.
The outer envelope was marked with the three-line cachet
shown. An example from the Dead Letter Officein Balboa
Heights is shown in Fig. 5.

Some recovered mail that had come open was resealed
with an Official Post OfficeSeal as is the case of the cover
shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

The use of the three-line ambulance cover marking is
unusual, and may not generally have been looked for by
collectors ofCanal Zone material. Readers are encouraged
to check whether they have any similar covers in their
collections, and notify the Editor if they do.

The author thanks Tom Brougham for his helpful
suggestions, and for providing the image used as Fig. 3.

Fig. 7 Back of cover with four-line cachet on front and
Post Office Seal on reverse

Additional Unlisted Markings

Fig. 2 Cover showing "RECEIVED AT CRISTOBAL, C.Z.lIN
Fig. 1 Cover showing unlisted "MISSENTTO COROZAL:' marking BAD ORDER" unlisted marking
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Meeting of Postmasters
December 9, 1913

by Richard D. Bates, Jr.
Col. Tom M. Cooke, whose speech was featured in the

last issue, served as the Director of Posts from September
2, 1904 until March 31, 1914, immediately following E. C.
Tobeywho was in that role for only a little over three months
beginning June 24, 1904 (The Canal Record, 1954).

Thomas M. Cooke entered the service in July 1904. He
organized what became later the division of posts, customs,
and revenues, and remained as its head throughout the entire
period ofconstruction. He had charge ofthe customs work at
both the Atlantic and Pacific terminals, of the collection of
license fees, taxes, and land rents, and of the maintenance
and operation of 17post-officesalong the line ofthe canal (see
The Panama Gateway, J.B. Bishop, Scribner's, NY, 1913).

In late 1913,Cooke,several postmasters, and others in the
CZPSmet with Governor Metcalfe to discuss several matters
of concern to them about the CZPS. The minutes of that
meeting are reproduced below. Specifically topics addressed
in the minutes include creating postage due stamps (the first
of which were issued in March 1914), a call for 12c and 15c
stamps (did not get issued until January 1917),and delivery
of Special Delivery items, Christmas mail, and the Postal
Savings System.

These documents are from the George Brett files now
in the National Postal Museum, and are made available
thanks to the museum. Brett had accumulated massive
amounts ofmaterial about the CZPSand Canal Zone stamps,
including transcribed notes and documents from files he had
searched.

MINUTES OF POSTMASTERS
Office of the Head of the Department of Civil Administration

Tuesday, December 9, 1913

Present:
Richard L. Metcalfe, Head of Dept. of Civil Admin.

Co!. Tom M. Cooke, Director of Posts.
Geo. A. Ninas, Chief Clerk of Department.

G. Gilbert, Inspector of Post Offices.
Abel A. Hunter, Postmaster, Balboa
F.L. Gorham, Postmaster, Empire
J. W. Tannehill, Postmaster, Ancon
A.M. Warner, Postmaster, Culebra
Geo. E. LeMire, Postmaster, Corozal
C. D. Thaxton, Postmaster, Gatun

W. Taylor, Postmaster, Pedro Miguel
G. D. Bliss, Postmaster, Cristobal
H. B. Cooper, Postmaster, Paraiso

G. W. Keller, Secy.

The meeting was called at 9:30 a.m. in Governor Metcalfe's office and,
after luncheon at his home, was continued there.

Governor Metcalfe opened the meeting by saying that he had assembled
the postmasters for the purpose of acquainting the men in the service with
one another and promoting a cooperative spirit, and ofmatters pertaining
to the postal service with a view to its improvement wherever possible.

Co!. Cooke outlined the growth ofthe Zone postal system and pointed
out the conditions that removed it from the service in the States. He spoke
of the regulations under which the service is conducted, of the method
employed drafting men into the service and their assignment for duty
on the Isthmus, of the details of the work and the efforts being made to
improve them, and imprest [sic)upon all the necessity, outside of seeking
to facilitate and simplify the work in the post offices,of regarding the postal
service on the Zone in the light of a public convenience and service.

Various subjects were broached by Governor Metcalfe and Co!. Cooke
and commented on by the postmasters. Among them were the following:

16

Prompt Delivery of Christmas Mail
Co!. Cooke thought the post office employees would be willing, as in

past years, to work late at night on the 24th and early morning on the
25th to distribute the large holiday mai!. He suggested a different method
of handling Form 403 (Request for free entry ofMail Parcels) during the
Christmas rush. On packages for which the addressee had no Form 403,
the postmaster was to make delivery, securing the addressee's signature
to the Form, make out the form himself and, when the Xmas rush is over,
send it to the Division Head who would return the original of the form to
the postmaster to complete his record. Where no customs declarations were
on packages, postmasters were of course to use their discretion, opening
the package or not as they thought best. This method would facilitate the
delivery of packages and also keep the postmasters' records clear.

Gov. Metcalfe announced he would endeavor to secure special
exemption from Panama for the period from December 24th to January 7th
so that no free entry authority on Christmas presents would be necessary
during that time. The question was discust [sic), however, pending the
granting of such exemption, on Co!. Cooke's plan.

Comment of postmasters: All heartily agreed to the proposed use of Form
403.

Supply ofMoney Order Forms
It was considered, as a safeguard, that the supply ofmoney order forms

at post offices should be reduced. Three months' supply is now carried.

Comments of postmasters: Four postmasters thought two months' supply
sufficient, and one month's supply ample if delivery of material were
facilitated. One thought 3months' supply not too much.

It was suggested that at present there is delay in securing supplies on
requisitions. Mr. Ninas answered this by pointing out that postmasters
often submitted requisitions on the 1st of the month whereas they should
be sent in on the 10th. The filling of these requisitions, therefore, should
be judged as dating from the 10th, and not the 1st when they were
erroneously submitted.

Postage Due Letters
A large percentage of West Indies mail is postage-due mai!. These

letters are now handled by collecting the amount and canceling a similar
amount of Canal Zone stamps; and irregularities have resulted from
this method. It was suggested the United States postage-due stamps
be purchased surcharged "Canal Zone" so they would not confused with
U.S. postage-due stamps. On such stamps the Panama Government
would receive no revenue, whereas from the stamps now used for this
purpose it collects 40%. Regular postage-due stamps, it was stated,
could be purchased for $1.36 per 100,000, and the money realized on
them would all go to the Canal Zone Govt. This arrangement would not,
it was stated, conflict with the agreement with Panama. Postmasters
reported collections of from $40 to $70 per month at different offices thru
postage-due.

As to the method ofhandling postage-due letters, Co!.Cooke suggested
they be turned over to the delivery clerk with the proper amount of due
stamps, the clerk to collect on the letters that are called for, the uncald
[sic) for letters to be turned into the Director of Posts with a credit slip
covering the postage-due thereon. The Director of Posts would then O.K.
the credit slip and return it to the Postmaster, who in reporting would
credit himself with the exact amount collected on postage- due letters,
would credit himself with the amount of postage-due on the uncollected
letters turned over to the Director of Posts, and would ask credit for cash
in the sum of these two items. In this way, the postmaster could account
for each taxed letter.

Comments of Postmasters: Six postmasters thought the idea of a special
postage-due stamp and the method advanced for handling postage-due
letters "Good," and to three of the postmasters it was "acceptable."

Special Delivery Letters
Altho few special delivery letters are received from the States, it was

suggested, since it seemed advantage would be taken of such service if it
were inaugurated on the Isthmus, that special delivery service be instituted
on the Zone. Twocents on each stamp would accrue to the Zone government
and 8 cents to the carrier of the letter where delivery was made by someone
outside of the postal service. If delivery were made thru regular channels,
the 8 cents would also accrue to the Canal Zone Government.
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Comment of Postmasters: Those who exprest [sic} their opinion (four)
thought it would be a good plan.
Upon the statement that the few special delivery letters that come from
the United States were usually given regular mail service only, Governor
Metcalfe suggested to Col. Cooke that an order be issued making quick
delivery of such letters obligatory.

Simplifying Records
Col. Cooke announced that the matter of making the forms that are

submitted by postmasters respecting the postal savings system more
simple, was then under consideration, and that some improvement in
this respect would doubtless soon be made.

Disposition of Uncalled for 2nd ·class Mail Matter
Upon Gov. Metcalfe's statement that some complaint had been made

about mail matter being given out by post offices, Col. Cooke said the
method followed on uncalled for 2nd class mail was to ask the sender if he
desired the mail to be returned to him; if he did not, then it was destroyed.
Considerable mail accumulated by reason of advertisers sending large
batches of matter addrest [sic] to fictitious persons and catalogs from
mail-order houses also piled-up rapidly. The latter, however, each had
a printed request on the wrapper that it be given away if the addressee
were not found. There was no hesitancy, therefore, in distributing these
to persons whom postmasters thought would be interested.

Gov.Metcalfe pointed out the desirability ofeliminating indiscriminate
distribution ofsuch mail matter, as carelessness in this respect would breed
in the public mind a disrespect for the postal system on the Zone.

Joining the Zone system with the Federal System
Governor Metcalfe askt [sic] if it had ever been considered to join the

Zone postal system with the Federal system. Col. Cooke thought not; that
the Zone system had always been considered as an adjunct of the Canal
and was paid for out of Canal appropriations, but that as the tendency
appeared to be for the United States Government more and more to take
over Zone matters, he thought after the construction period that the Zone
system would be made a part of the Federal system and saw no reason
why this could not be done.
Various Suggestions by Postmasters: International Reply Coupons
These are of noparticular use on the Zone. Of use, merely, to business houses
abroad who desired to pay return postage on inquiries sent here.

Postal Saving System
Should be simplified. Issuing and keeping accounts is complicated.

Continual transfer of accounts burdensome. Blank certificates to be used
instead of certificates for definite amounts, as now. Eliminate signatures to
duplicates. Savings accounts turned into mere checking accounts, entailing
considerable work. Denying certificates of $5 for gold employees.

Col. Cooke admitted that the postal savings system required
simplification, and as operated on the Zone is indeed burdensome to postal
employees. He thought, however, that since it was such a convenience
to employees, and as interest is also received on the money deposited, no
complaint should be made if the system is used as the pocketbookof the Canal
Zone. Some simplification of procedure, he said could be affected [sic].

Sunday Closing of Post-offices
The closing of post-offices on Sundays was suggested. But few

white employees received mail Sundays, and these can easily be served.
And there is practically no mail for colored employees. It is true, they
congregate in large numbers at the Zone post offices on Sundays, but this
seems only an expression of their social nature as the amount ofmail they
receive is negligible. The closing of post offices on Sundays, it is stated,
would work a hardship on no one.
Postmasters were agreed on this.

Lock Boxes
One postmaster suggested that lock boxes be instald [sic] and rented,

and thought thousands of dollars could be realized in this way. Col.
Cooke stated that lock boxes were recommended for installation when
the permanent force is put on.

Color Line
One postmaster thought the separation ofwhites and blacks increased

the work and expense of operation considerably.
Col. Cooke thought that this question, tho [sic] a delicate one, would

adjust itself in time.
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Free Carrier Delivery
One postmaster thought a free carrier delivery system should be

instald [sic] on the Zone.

Packages Received without Customs Declaration
Suggestions were made that some system be outlined for handling

1st class and registered packages received without customs declarations
indicating the value of the contents. Postmasters did not know how far
they could go in opening packages or holding valuable matter.

Col. Cooke thought postmasters had the right to know what all such
packages contained and that the exercise of judgment on the part of
postmasters would serve to settle this matter.

Mr. Gilbert, Post Office Inspector, reported a laxity and carelessness
on the part of postmasters and clerks in following postal regulations and
observing circulars issued by the Director of Posts, and suggested the
desirability of a more prompt and strict compliance with the directions
of the Director of Posts. Postmasters should also, he thought, give
more attention to having clerks at their offices more completely inform
themselves of such regulations and orders.

The meeting closed at 5:00 o'clock p.m.

Some of the old post office people are shown in this
photograph, taken about 1912. All are named, left to right.

Front row: Gerald D. Bliss, Richard L. Metcalfe, Tom M. Cooke;
second row: Anselm M.Warner, William Taylor;

third row: George E. LeMire, Abel A. Hunter, Hal B. Cooper;
back row: John W.Tannehill, Fred L. Gorham,

Cullen D.Thaxton, and Garfield Gilbert.
Figure from Tatelman's Canal Zone Postage Stamps.

Buy Sell Appraisals

Larry Weinstock
Specializing in:

Air Mail, Canal Zone, BNA, U.S. & Older World-Wide
Stamps & Covers

Member of:
AAMS APS ASDA CZSG NSDA

P.O. Box 92033· Portland, OR 97292-2033
(503) 762-4116 (503) 762-4118 (Fax)

Iwstampseovers@aol.eom
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Feed Holes on Canal Zone Stamp Sheets
By Ian R. Samuels and Richard H. Salz

One of the challenges of collecting a "dead" area such
as Canal Zone is finding new ways of keeping it "alive."
Fortunately, there are many fascinating sub-specialties
to explore. The long-lasting "Permanent" issue which
began with Scott No. 105, the 1c Gorgas stamp of 1928
(and serving until the demise of the Canal Zone Postal
Service on September 30, 1979), is an interesting area
for specialization due to the technological developments
of intaglio printing seen during this 50-year period at the
Bureau of Engraving & Printing where all of these stamps
were produced.

When first issued, all of the stamps were printed by
the Flat Plate process on pre-moistened paper, hand-fed
through the press one sheet at a time, and gummed after
printing and drying. As early as 1939, experiments in
flatbed dry printing were being conducted at the Bureau
and it was "quickly realized that new presses would be
needed, along with quick drying inks and special papers ...
Research was delayed by World War II and then started
up again."!

By the early 1950s, the need for increased stamp
production finally resulted in the use ofpre-gummed paper
for Flat Plate printing. Only a handful of U.S. issues
utilized this method." Most other U.S. issues ofthis period
were produced on the much faster Cottrell single-color and
the then-new Giori multicolor Rotary presses.

Marginal markings were first added to printing plates [of
the U.S. 1954 8c Liberty bi-color] and consisted of a "Box"
about 8mm square so that on printing a sheet it would
enclosea [predrilled W' aligned] hole abovestamp 10ULand
under lOOLL."The purpose of the pre-drilled holes seems
to be [was] to get a sheet lined up straight in both vertical
and horizontal directions to coincide with the entries on a
printing plate. Twoholes were always used to fit over two
pins in the [semi]automatic feed boards." This marking
shows as two parallel vertical "Feed Lines" in the Bottom
position. On the majority of Canal Zone issues (vertical
format Definitives), this is above stamp 1UR and under
90LR, Figs. 1-3.

The Canal Zone,with its comparatively meager need for
stamps, still relied primarily on the Flat Plate press for its
stamp supply, and the new Dry Print method resulted in the

Fig. 1 Markings on 1c Gorgas
with narrow selvage at top

Fig. 2 Markings on 50c
Blackburn with wide selvage

at top

Fig. 3 Markings on 30c
Williamson with wide selvage

at bottom

Fig.4 Markings on No. 147
with top selvage

Fig. 6 Markings on
top selvage typical of
commemoratives in
horizontal format

addition of "Feed Lines" and "BoxLines" to the plates of28
different stamps: 11 Definitives (Ic to 50c, Scott Nos.105,
108,109,111-114,117,138-140),5 Airmails (4c-80c,C21-4,
C26), and (most likely) the 1c and 5c Postage Dues (J25a
and J27a), all previously issued as "Wet"printings, as well
as the four 1955to 1958Commemoratives (Nos. 147-50),the
five 1958Airmails issued for postal rate changes (5eto 35e,
C27-31), and finally the 1960 4cAdministration Building
Definitive (No.152).This would be the last "new" stamp to
be designated for production on the Flat Plate press.

In the late 1970s (1977-1979),"Dull Gum"versions were
issued ofthe 1c,2c, 3c, 4e, 10e,20e, 30c,and 50cDefinitives,
bringing the total number of different collectible varieties
to 36.

The 5cStevens would have been issued this way as well,
but when the plates were taken out of storage they were
found to be unusable due to corrosion and thus the 5cRotary
Press version (No. 164) was issued. CZ Stamps gives May
1976 as the issue date, but Scott states 1977.

There are two positions for each stamp, generally Top

Fig. 8 Markings in left
selvage of C26
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Fig.5 Markings on No. 147
with bottom selvage

Fig. 7 Markings in right
selvage of C22



and Bottom (even on the four 1950s Commemoratives),
Figs. 4-6. On the 4c Administration Building Definitive
and the Winged Globe Airmails the positions are Left and
Right (1LL and 10LR) due to their horizontal formats,
Figs. 7-8.

Additionally, there are variations which include Holes
without Box Lines, Box Lines without Holes, and even
Holes in pane margins where they do not seem to belong!
Notable among these issues is an example of C25, the 31c
Wet printed Winged GlobeAir with a Hole in the right side
margin for no apparent reason, which also exists on C25a,
the imperf vertical variety in the left pane margin, shown
in Fig. 9. Holes also have been noted on Wet printings of

Fig. 9 Feedhole but no marking
in left selvage, wet printing

example of C2Sa, the imperf error

Fig. 10 Feed hole on wet
printing example of 6c
Winged Globe Airmail

the 6c Winged Globe Air (left side), Fig. 10. These Wet
printings with Holes were apparently a transitional stage
leading up to the 1954 Dry printing ofthe 6cAir according
to information first announced in a 1955 article by George
W. Brett." Brett explains the existence of full Feed Holes,

..
D

Fig. 11 Sc Stevens with full
hole but no box lines

Fig. 12 Example of 1Sc Smith
with box but no feed hole

continued on page 20

Earliest Date for U9
An example ofU9 postmarked October 7,1924, has been

found in one of the lots from the Brett hoard. This is three
days earlier than the previous earliest known use. Back
stamps from Cristobal, New Orleans, Chicago, and Detroit
date between October 8 and October 15, 1924.

The envelope bears two plate blocks of Scott No. 71, the
US 1c with flat A overprint. Both the front and back are
shown in Figs. 1-2. The 14 cents postage overpays the eight
cents per ounce airmail rate of the time, even if 2 cents
surface postage is added.

It contained a letter shown below from R. S. Carter to
Frank E. Greene dated October 7, 1924. It reads in part:

lNTERNACIA LIGO
AN lW'tERNAnONAL CLUB 0,. COLLEC'J'OU JOlt

COI\RESJ>ONJ)BNCE "ND neltA-HOE

BALBOA HEIOHts

"n,;It-PItJ;UIl£Jo:T
R. S. CARTER

1'. o. IIOX 152 CANAL ZoNE
October 'I, 1924.

YOIlwill see by the enTelOpe that

I em WIling that we eee still having "innovations" if'

not il:proyemcta d;:mnhere. I sen4. this yia ail' mel1

so 1t w111 roach you qtllekly. PerhapSGossip woUld.

lik:a to note the new ~t envelope. iIle fniPect the

J,.-cent ClVolope 8OQU, for 1t 1$ as muQll.needed as tlUt "Z.

1'robablJr the 198110n for t:.b.e new issue ia that the gam

on the U. S. suroharged snvelopEil at10k (you know how)

here 1n the tropl08. J,;JJyone oOlleot1ng U.S. SQ.~-

Qb.a.rge4envelOJll'I would dOwell to eecure a .UPPl)"f~u

the;y ..•.ere nsed only sinoe th& fi:rst of last Jnl7.: and

tllG old Panama 2:-Oent EIlTelOpea ran OOllOW.Tently lI1th

tblen up to tbe 3l.at daq of ~~~ leaving azolllSl_

use of the u.a, 8I1rch.al'ged ~8Ilt for on1y tbs month

of septee::iber. Will IIald you the rest of the blockB

ot 4- with p1a.te %lI.\IrlPer befO~ lon.g. ,
COrQ1e.ll,y yonl'8,';?!~
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''You will see by the envelope that I am using that we are
still having "innovations" if not improvements down here.
Isend this via air mail so it will reach you quickly. Perhaps
Gossip would like to note the new 2-cent envelope. We
expect the 1-cent envelope soon, for it is as much needed as
the 2." Tom Brougham

Fig. 1 Front of cover with earliest known date for U9

Fig. 2 Reverse side of cover in Fig. 1
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Feed Holes on Canal Zone Stamp Sheets
continued from page 19
Box Lines, and Feed Lines on Canal Zone issues due to the
lack of central gutters in the press sheets. The lc Gorgas,
5c Stevens, 15c Smith, and 20c Rousseau also exist with
Full Holes but no Box Lines (see example in Fig. 11). The
15c Smith, oddly enough, exists with a Full Box in the top
margin but no hole, Fig. 12. (This may be a result of using
pre-drilled paper from the transitional printing after the
Boxes and Feed Lines were added to the plate.) One on

cover example has been noted of the 3c Panama Railroad
(No.147), a bottom margin pair on a First Day Cover. Please
see the Checklist in Table 1 below for a full recap.

The authors are very interested in seeing examples of
any of the items not yet verified as existing with Box Lines,
Feed Lines, and Feed Holes: C24, C30, C31 (the 21c, 25c,
and 35c Winged Globe Airmails) and J25a and J27a (the
lc and 5c Postage Dues), as well as any other stamps, both
wet and dry printings, on and off cover, with "Holes" in the
pane margins.

Table 1. Checklist for Stamps with Feed Holes by Scott Number

Dry Printing Shiny Gum Dry Printing Dull Gum Wet Printing

Scott No. Marking with Holes Marking no Holes Holes no Marking

10S 1c Gorgas 1UR, 90lR(PC) 1UR,90lR Y 1UR,90lR

108 10c Hodges 1UR,90lR Y 1UR

109 12c Gaillard 1UR

111 1Sc Smith . · 1UR . 100ll .
112 20c Rousseau 1UR · 10Ul,100ll Y . SOlR

113 30c Williamson 1UR,90lR l(PG), R Y 1UR, SOlR

114 SOc Blackburn 1UR,90lR Y . 90lR

117 3c Goethals lUR,90lR Y 1UR, SOLA

138 2c Roosevelt lUR,90lR Y lUR .
139 5c Stevens 90lR 10Ul .
140 25c Wallace 1UR ·
147 3c Panama Railroad 1UR,64lR X

(Also 64lR in Pair on FOG)

148 3c Gorgas Hospital 1UR,45lR X

149 4c S.S. Ancon 1UR,45lR IIVertical PI# Pair X

1S0 4c Roosevelt Centennial lUR · X

152 4c Administration Bldg 1ll · Y 1ll,10lR X

C21 4c Winged Globe Airmail (19S1) 1ll,10lR

C22 sc Winged Globe Airmail (1951) · 10LR 100UR . 91Ul

C23 10c Winged Globe Airmail (1951) 1ll,10lR

C24 21c Winged Globe Airmail (1951) · ·
C25 31c Winged Globe Airmail (1951) X 1ll,10lR

C26 80c Winged Globe Airmail (19S1) III ·
C27 sc Winged Globe Airmail (1958) · 10lR X

C28 7c Winged Globe Airmail (1958) · 10lR X

C29 15c Winged Globe Airmail (1958) · 10lR X

C30 25c Winged Globe Airmail (1958) · · X

C31 35c Winged Globe Airmail (1958) · X

J25a lc Postage Due · ·
J27a 5c Postage Due · ·

x = does not exist, Y = exists, * should exist, not seen by us, PC = pre-cancel

Footnotes:
1. From the excellent article, "Feed Holes and the end of Flat

Plate Printing," by John S. Meek in the November 2001 issue
of The United States Specialist 72: 489-97, which delves into
the subject as related to U.S. stamps in detail, much of which is
based on research by the late George W. Brett.

2. The first were the 1954 8c Statue of Liberty bi-colors
(Scott Nos. 1041 & 1041B, both Flat and Rotary versions) which
appeared in April, followed in August by the re- issued $1Wilson
Presidential (No. 832c), 1955 printings of the lOc, 15c, and 20c
Special Handling stamps (QE1a-3a), the 1956 $5 Hamilton (No.
1053), the 1954-56 Hunting Permit (Duck) stamps (RW21-23),
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a mid-1950s reprinting of the $5 Postage Due (J78), and finally
the 1956 FIPEX Souvenir Sheet (No.1075). Not all of these
issues show the Feed Lines, Box Lines, and/or Feed Holes due
to trimming of the finished panes.
3. Meek, op. cit. 489-97.
4. "Canal Zone 6cAir Mail- Dry Printing" by George W. Brett

in the February 1955 issue of The Bureau Specialist 26: 35-39, a
detailed technical description of the various printings of the 6c
Winged Globe Airmail including the use and positioning of the
Feed Holes. He states that the 6c Air was the first of the Canal
Zone stamps to be printed by the Dry process on June 29, 1954
and was released on September 29, 1954.
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Auctions
by Jim Crumpacker

Everyone must have been waiting for the sale of Dick
Salz's great collection now scheduled for July, as the first
quarter offerings in calendar 2010 did not contain much to
write home about.

So, here is a handful of the more interesting results.
The first dollar value given below represents hammer

price plus commission. The last price is the catalog value
from the 2010 Scott Catalogue.

12c, CANAL ZONE double, OG, HR, F pair w/margin
$2415 ($1600) Rasdale

22h, horiz. pair, imperf. vertically, in str. of 3, no gum,
stains, creases, left stamp nearly torn in two, right
stamp missing corner, the discovery copy $1053 (not
priced in Scott) RegencySuperior

33a, double overprint, OG, H, F+ to VF $276 ($375)
Cherrystone

36a, "10 cts." inverted, OG, H, VF $136 ($350) Rasdale
48, OG, NH, XF $443 ($500) H.R. Harmer
The names and addresses of the auction houses that offered

these lots are shown below. Please reference CZP as your source
should you ask for a catalog from any.

Cherrystone Philatelic Auctioneers
119 W. 57th St., New York, NY 92614
H.R. Harmer Auctions
18061 Fitch, Irvine, CA 92614

Rasdale Stamp Co.
35 Chestnut Ave., Westmont, IL 60559

RegencySuperior Auctions
PO Box 8277, St. Louis, MO 63156-8277

U. S. POSSESSIONS
(and the rest of the world, too)

Mention your collecting interests, and we'll
send you our price list.

LAWRENCE J. MOZIAN
"a name associated with philately since 1901"

P.O.Box 5774 •Williamsburg, VA 23188

For Sale
CANAL ZONE SPECIMENS

Irwin Gibbs
1699 EI Camino Real, Suite 100

Millbrae, CA 94030
(650) 866-3757

CANAL ZONE
Comprehensive Stock including singles, plate blocks,

FDC's, FFC's, specimens, B.O.B., stationery, covers and
paper memorabilia/books

Send for free Detailed List or view at our Website
C&HStamps

P.O. Box 855· Syracuse, NY 13214
CZCD@twcny.rr.com

Visit Our Website for Special Offers!
www.CanalZoneStamps.Com

CZSG APS USPPS
,oJ Our zoth Year >-

Canal Zone Only
Conroy Philatelic Company

P.O. Box 81 • West Redding, Ct. 06896-0081
E-Mail czphilatelic@sbcglobal.net

Specializing in Canal Zone Postage
Unused & Used in Singles & Blocks

Definitive - Air Post - Postage Due - Plate # Blocks
- Officials - Seals - Precancels

Covers - First Days - First Flights Stationery:
Envelopes & Postal Cards - Regular & Air

Picture Post Cards
By Manufacturer's Numbers & Description

& Memorabilia
Send for our latest Free

Net Price List of over 1600 items
We're willing to go the extra Lock,whenfilling our Clients Want Lists

WANTED
#12 Stages I, II, III, & IV

CZSG Nos. 12.Aa, 12.Ab, 12.Ba,
12.Bb, 12.C, 12.D, 12.Ea, & 12.Eb

#13 Stages II & III
CZSG Nos. 13.B, 13.C, & 13.D

Sheets and Blocks • Unused & Used Approvals accepted
If you don't know ezse No., I am happy to examine any item.

Geoffrey Brewster
6453 E STALLION RD. • PARADISE VALLEY AZ 85253

480-607-7184

FOR SALE
CANAL ZONE COVERS ONLY

What are your interests?

czarrowjcs@aol.com
847-891-0277

John C. Smith
408 Redwood Ln.· Schaumburg, IL 60193
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L over A Type I Official Overprint
Alig'nmerit Variety - An Update

by Paul Anunons

Canal Zone Stamps and the 2010 Scott Specialized
Catalog only mention three Type I official overprint
alignment varieties forC01-7 and C014: (1)0 ofOFFICIAL
over N of PANAMAfrom positions 11-15of the 1942-1944
requisitions ofoverprinted officialair mail stamps, (2)0 of
OFFICIAL over 2nd A ofPANAMAfrom position 17 of the
1942-1944 requisitions, as well as position 45 of the 1947-
1952requisitions, and (3) 1st F ofOFFICIAL over 2nd Aof
PANAMAfrom position 50 of the 1947-1952requisitions.

Alignment variety 0 over N was shown in an overprint
plate proof vertical pair on page 251 of CZ Stamps. A
vertical pair of 15cC03 with both position 45 and position
50 alignment varieties was shown in the 3rd Qtr 1996CZP
(32:28).

A fourth alignment variety has been plated and was
initially discussed in the 1st Qtr 1999 CZP (32:1,4). Back
in 1999, only the 10c C02, the $1 C07, and the 6c C014
were known to have the position 30 alignment variety L of
OFFICIAL over 1st A of CANAL.The variety was plated
using intact unused panes and confirmed using unused
blocks of four and unused single stamps. Based on that
extremely small sample, I speculated that the alignment
variety might only exist from the November 20, 1950
requisition of overprinted official air mail stamps.

Figure 1 is cropped from an intact unused pane of C02
and shows the position 30L overAalignment variety in the
upper right corner and the position 45 0 overAand position
50 F over A alignment varieties in the vertical pair at the
lower right corner. The length of OFFICIAL is uniform
for all of the 10c stamps at approximately 11 mm and the
length of PANAMACANALis uniform at approximately
19.5 mm. OFFICIAL is displaced to the left by the width
of the letter I in position 30, displaced to the right by the
width of the letter I in position 45, and displaced to the left
by the width of two letter Is in position 50.

One has to be careful in distinguishing between the
position 30 and position 50 alignment varieties as the
differencebetween the two is literally the width ofthe letter
1. I believe that there may be several stamps in collector
hands that have been misidentified as the position 50
alignment variety when, in fact, they are from the scarcer
position 30 variety.

Since 1999, I have found, or been notified that, this
alignment variety is also found unused on C03 and C04
and in cancelled-to-order (CTO) condition for C014. So
far, the alignment variety has not been reported for the
30c C05 or the 40c C06.

No postally used examples of this alignment variety
have been reported and the alignment variety has not been
reported on cover.

Most recently, Richard Bates researched the George
Brett archives at the National Postal Museum and was
able to provide me with scans of photographs of several
different Type I official overprint plate proofs. Based on
a close examination of a plate proof for the April 20, 1949
requisition and intact CTO and unused panes, many of
which donot have this alignment variety, I am reasonably
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certain that requisitions for overprinted official air mail
stamps prior to April 1949 did not produce stamps with
the position 30 L over A alignment variety.

The maximum number of stamps with the position
30 alignment variety is believed to be C01 (135), C02
(270), C03 (50),C04 (50),C05 (50),C06 (100), C07 (100)
and C014 (270) based on correspondence in the Brett
archives which listed (1) the number of official air mail
stamps held by the Canal Zone Postal Service on January
1, 1952, (2) additional unused copies obtained from the
last two requisitions on February 6, 1952, and April 9,
1952, to meet philatelic demand for unused copies and
unused copies returned from the various Panama Canal
government departments when use of official stamps was
ended on December 31, 1951; and (3) the number of copies
destroyed. CTO examples may be much scarcer than
unused examples.

This study remains a work in progress.
I continue to be interested in hearing from anyone who

can confirm the existence of (1) a copy of any of the eight
stamp values on cover; (2)a postally used copyofany ofthe
eight stamp values; (3)CTOcopiesofany ofthe values other
than C014; or (4) unused copies of COl, C05, or C06.

I can be reached via email at pammons@tamu.edu or by
snail mail at P.O. Box 1311, College Station, TX 77841.

Fig. 1 Block of C02 with spacing varieties
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II Study Group News II
Vice-President's Report

Michael Demski
KEARNEY511@aol.com

This being my first message, a little history is in order.
I have been a member of the CZSGfor almost 40 years. My
first experience with the CZSGgoesback to being a member
of the North Jersey Chapter. This leads me to note the
recent loss to the CZSGwith the passing ofGeorge Stilwell.
George was President of the North Jersey Chapter, among
the many positions he held in the CZSG. George thrived
on innovation. Perhaps his biggest accomplishment was
starting the Study Group's annual Mail Sale. As we all
know, the Mail Sale is going into its 37th edition. I dare
say that no other philatelic organization has had near the
success in producing a mail sale as the CZSG.

Back to that word "innovation." The CZSG has had
many members who have been innovators. To name them
all and their achievements would take too much space.
These people made the CZSG one of the most successful
philatelic organizations in existence. Weare very fortunate
in having individuals who step up and take on projects that
have enhanced the CZSG for its members and also made
it a leader in the philatelic community. Current needs
include volunteers to run the next Mail Sale and to serve
as Secretary.

I remember going to Interphil in 1976 where the
CZSGhad a booth. I spent a few days helping out in that
booth but my main objective was to view the exhibits. As
I remember there were 3 CZSG members with exhibits:
Jim Helme, Gil Plass, and George Stilwell. In this mass
of exhibits I wondered why we could only manage three
exhibitors. Over the years we have seen a steady increase
in the number of members who exhibit at various shows
around the country. Our hope was one day to see the CZSG
membership put on an exhibition at a major show in which
all the facets of Canal Zone philately could be seen. We
believed that this type of presentation would attract new
members to the CZSG. Well, our time has arrived. We
have been selected to be the host philatelic society for the
NOJEX 2011 show, to be held on Memorial Day weekend.
The NewYorkMetro chapter has committed to participate
in the show. CZSG-sponsoredawards willbe made available
to the competitive Canal Zone exhibits. This is not only a
major regional showbut also the winning exhibit is eligible
to compete in the "Champion ofChampions" at the annual
APS National Show. I encourage every member to consider
submitting an exhibit on hislher favorite area ofCanal Zone
philately. Information about exhibiting at NOJEX can
found on their website, www.nojex.org, or you can contact
George Campbell, campgs@optonline.net, or myself.

Winners
AtWestpex2010,DicksonPreston'sexhibit,"Postal Inflation

in the Canal Zone 1958-1979," receiveda vermeil award.
At NAPEX2010, The Canal Zone Philatelist (2009issues)

receiveda silver award.
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Secretary's Report
John C. Smith
408 Redwood Ln.

Schaumburg, IL 60193-2748
email: czarrowjcs@aol.com

As of May 17, 2010, our membership stands at 589
members, including 40 dues hold-outs. As always, we
will do our best to retrieve them by sending out reminder
notices. Thank you all for your valued membership.

New Members
Stephen A. Wittig, MO
Christl M. McCoy, IL
Mirosaw Umbras, POLAND
William T. Allen, MI
Paul D. Sterling, FL
Paul G. Bennett, CA
Norman Spector, FL

2622
2623
2624
2625
2626
2627
2628

0219
0989
2376
2594

Address Changes
Aram H. Hatch, Jr., PA
William L. Toland, Jr., IL
Paul A. Sabatine, DPO
Roger D. Jordan, MI
Reinstated and Resigned Members
none
Deceased Members

0061 George W. Stilwell
1013 Joseph P. Murphy, Jr.
1576 Stanley Spurgiesz

Volunteer for Secretary Needed

Our Secretary, John Smith, is retiring from that position.
It is of critical importance that he be replaced. We are
looking for a volunteer with an interest in the Canal Zone
Study Group and a willingness to serve. Please contact
your Editor.

Show Schedule

Listed beloware plans for future meetings at major
shows. Please note that these are tentative plans for
meetings, as the exact date and time of any CZSG
meeting is usually determined by the showorganizers
close to the beginning of the show. Thus these are
still subject to confirmation, and the website or other
announcement ofthe showscheduleshouldbe consulted
for details.

Upcoming CZSG Meetings
APS StampShow
Richmond, VA August 12-15, 2010

As a Sponsoring Society
NOJEX
Secaucus, NJ
WESTPEX
San Francisco, CA

May 27-29, 2011

April 2014
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About George Stilwell ...
Canal Zone collectors lost a good friend when George

Stilwell passed away after a brief illness in Venice, Florida,
on April 26, 2010, at the age of 85. George was a major
figure in the restart of the CZSG in 1968, and served first
as Vice-President and then as President. He conceived the
idea of a Mail Sale, and ran seven, including the very first
one in 1972. He mobilized the members ofthe North Jersey
chapter ofthe CZSG,which he had helped organize, to help
with the chores of the Sale the day the lots were mailed to
buyers. He and his lovely wife Ginny were great hosts for
the crewworking on the Sale. CZSGmember number 61,he
was an original member when the Group was first organized

41st Annual Meeting of CZSG at WESTPEX
The 41st consecutive annual meeting of the CZSG at

WESTPEXtook place in San Francisco (Burlingame), CA,on
April 24,2010. Dick Salz chaired the meeting. During the
customary introductions, the meeting was interrupted by a
visitor who informed us he had been sent to photograph the
group by David Zemer who was unable to attend because
of the volcanic ash problem in Europe. He also extended
to the Study Group an invitation to participate in the
CHICAGOPEXmeeting to be held in November 2011,which
will have a South and Central American focus.

The meeting was attended by 10 CZSGmembers, shown
in the accompanying photo, plus two visitors.

Fig. 1 WESTPEX 2010: from left - Dick Salz, Ken Flagg,
Dickson Preston, Dick Bates, Irwin Gibbs, Russ Samuels, Jim
Crumpacker, David Leeds, Gary WeiSS,and Tom Brougham.

The Study Group currently needs volunteers to serve in
various capacities,mostnotably the positionofSecretary. John
Smith, who has served for over 20 years, has asked the Board
to seek a replacement forhim.

Irwin Gibbsindicated that the Postal Stationery Catalogue
is available on line, GaryWeiss and TomBrougham discussed
the possibleeffectsthat material comingonthe market fromthe
GeorgeBrett estate mayhaveonpricesand availability,andDick
Salz and Russ Samuels describedand illustrated their project
onfeedholesfoundonlater printings ofstamps beginningwith
ScottNo. 105. (Seearticle in this issue on pages 18- 20.)
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in 1953. George was awarded the CZSG Service Medal in
1993 to recognize his contributions to the organization and
to Canal Zone philately.

Many young philatelists, myself included, in North
Jersey in the '70s were encouraged to become Canal Zone
collectors by George, and benefitted from his fine tutelage,
including "quizzes" that asked "What is it?" and "Is it
genuine?" at the North Jersey Chapter meetings held at
Gene Stull's house. George was an active participant in
several local stamp clubs and President of the Federated
Stamp Clubs of Central New Jersey, organizers of the
Central Jersey Philatelic Exhibition (CENJEX).

George served in the Air Force as a fighter pilot in WWII
and the Korean War, and with the name "p51flyboy"was
often active on eBay. One ofhis missions there was to spot
probable fakes and to advise listers of the questionable
status ofthe items. This continued his role from the days in
NJ when he would drop by the PF as a Canal Zone expert, a
role he continued as expertizer with the APS and PSE. In
fact, the last shipment of "patients" I received after he had
passed bore his signature in the first examiner's spot.

Georgeretired fromDiamond Shamrock and movedfrom
Mountainside, NJ to Fairplay, SC, and then to Venice,FL on
the golf course where he and Ginny had some of their most
enjoyable days. In addition to Ginny, George is survived by
two daughters, a son, and seven grandchildren.

R.D. Bates, Jr.

CANAL ZONE
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FOR THE SPECIALIST
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~~

1905 2c Map Variety (#11a), "ZONE" in Antique type, tied by Very
Scarce TABERNILLA, Jan. 20, 1906, duplex on back of small cover
to Paraiso with Unrecorded, Jan. 20, REC'D, bksp. Add'i straight-

line "ADVERTISED" and "UNCLAIMED" hdsps on front and
Paraiso, Feb. 28, bksp. A Fine cover with minor edge flaws and
superfluous writing. An Important Showpiece with Very Scarce

markings and a Scarce Error on cover! Price: $895.00
SPECIALIZED PRICE LISTS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.
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